On the other Side of this Sheet of Paper = as an Insert = we have a Letter from LaVerne Tucker of the "SEARCH" Telecast Programme = in reply to Sr. Scott = regarding the "MAXWELL BOOK." "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" by Red-Time Story Arthur S. Maxwell. Sold by TUCKER CIRCUIT. 75¢.

My first impression was = in a quick Once=over that:

(1) LaVerne had not read this Book.
(2) That now that he HAD read it = it would no longer be Featured or Sold by him. So he took a Noble Stand against Church-Leaders for printing that Book. He was a "MAN!" after all!
(3) But taking a SECOND-LOOK = no, that is NOT what he said. This is but WISHFUL THINKING on our Part = the same as Vance Ferrell who thinks their all-out Agitation would move the Heart of WILSON = he is the "KING" of this Commune and not just a Puppet.

Surely he has a Conscience there some Place = and would break away from any connection or Bond with the UCC. They FORCED Wilson to be brought Face to Face with the HUNGARIAN PROBLEM = but the Result was that as soon as ever WILSON'S LAWYERS made a DEAL with the COMMUNIST LAWYERS = then the HUNGARIAN LAWYERS moved in=erved Notice to STOP all OPERATIONS except under the auspices of the SDA CHURCH. The same as the Catholics - Red-Tinted.

NOW READ LaVERNE'S LETTER! What does it say? If we did not understand GRAMMAR = they would have Plowed us under= long ago. LaVerne starts: "FROM MY INVESTIGATION..."
Well, he certainly DID NOT investigate very far.

"THANK YOU FOR SHARING WITH US YOUR CONCERN AS TO WHY THIS BOOK SHOULD NOT BE DISTRIBUTED..." Did LaVerne let on that HE THOUGHT THAT BOOK SHOULD NOT BE DISTRIBUTED? NOT=ON=YOUR=LIFE! He never said that. He said "YOUR CONCERN!"=in no way does that say it was "HIS CONCERN!"

"Nobody here but jus=us=Chickens!"

He was sorry was sent to Sr. Scott and he wishes she could not say that Book was sent out by "SEARCH." NOT=ONE=WORD! that he was Sorry it was sent to ANYONE ELSE! Did you catch that? IT APPEARS THAT this is the first Time he has had this brought to his attention. HE=DOES=NOT=SAY= THAT! He could have Written this Letter to 40 OTHERS! A CLEVER = SLY = TRAINED WAY TO GET OFF THE HOOK! -1-
October 1, 1986

Dear Sister Scott:

Naturally I was a little bit taken back when you started your letter, but by time I had finished it I said to myself, "Well, I have never read that book. How did we get that book in our warehouse?" From my investigation I found that the book was used as a missionary book of the year by the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and a few thousand of these books were leftovers. They were offered to us by the Book and Bible House for a bargain. We bought them.

Thank you for sharing with us your convictions as to why this book should not be distributed. I'm just sorry that my office sent you these four or five copies of the book which is something you requested. I would like to have taken the book out of circulation so that you would not be able to say that The Quiet Hour distributes this book. But again I want you to know that I do appreciate your bringing these problems to my attention. Just know that this book, when we print our next catalog, will not be listed as one of the books available from our warehouse.

Very sincerely yours,

LaVerne Tucker

LET/cw

Enclosure: Receipt
In all his declarations of "HONESTY" and "INTEGRITY" and "FAITHFULNESS" - we ADMIT he is all that - but his "FAITHFULNESS" extends to the likes of "STANDISH" and "FROOM" and "WHITE ESTATE and "LEADERSHIP" or what he thinks (until recently there just MIGHT be a smidgling of a CHANGE!) = his "FAITHFULNESS" to what he Thinks is: "CHURCH." Altho he is making some DANGEROUS deviations of what "CHURCH" actually is = even came dangerously close to ADMITTING something in the SOP might have been influenced by holy "LEADERSHIP." Oh! this is Terrible! He might actually wake up some Morning and find himself on the RIGHT SIDE!

Let us hope so. IN THE MEANTIME = one thing is necessary: if he wants to be SEPARATE from our Side = (which is the BIGGEST CHURCH = more "OFFSHOOTS" than "ADVENTISTS!" and the Lord comes to "GATHER" those hated and revolting "OFF-SHOOTS"= (Isa.11:12 although Isa.11:11 and 16 and a DOZEN other References call them the: "REMNANT!" EW 255-6. T5: 213. SG 1:164). Even though VANCE is still playing the Role of SAUL not quite ready to became PAUL. ONE THING he has to be Converted on (AND HE KNOWS IT!) = to ISOLATE himself from all mankind FOREVER = and that is 3 Teeny little Words. That if he ever says he = he will have a hard time to get his Tongue back in...

JONES and WAGGONER

Because then he will have to turn against JONES and WAGGONER and (Oh! My!) = how many OTHERS of the NOBLE ELITE! even against URIAH SMITH! He would then be, as the Prophet said:"PERHAPS SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:463.

IF HE EVER

came out clearly and ADMITTED that JONES FELL for "I AM SAVED=HOLY=SINLESS!" = and presented that in the MARLOWE-THEATER in the GANGSTER-CITY of CHICAGO in 1893= and is where BALLINGER was HYPNOTIZED on the SPOT and took that into "HOLY FLESH!" in INDIANA AND ELSEWHERE in 1900 = so that Sr. White did not only "MEET!" that by LETTER and in COL 154-5. "If all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" But she came IN PERSON all the way from AUSTRALIA and never could manage to get that OUT of JONES or WAGGONER who took it into "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903 = the "ALPHA" of "APOSTASY" = which even FROOM=WILSON ADMITTED (through clench ed Teeth because ARTHUR WHITE did in the OLSON BOOK = 1966. So in 1971)= -1-
"THE LIVING TEMPLE (1903)... A.T. JONES and DR. E.J. WAGGONER appear on p.6... as approving readers." Then JONES and DR. SADLER spent 10 Years to "REVISE" = Living Temple = and in the MIDDLE of that = "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" = JONES 1905. That BRINSMEAD featured in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" = 1959 p. 185 to 190 as the most wonderful Doctrine the World ever received. Entire Adventist Churches all up and down this Pacific Coast thought so, too. And DARED anyone to find ANYTHING WRONG in the BRINSMEAD "I AM SINLESS = HOLY = SAVED!!" DOCTRINE. FROOM=WILSON avowed THIS would Spark the "LOUD CRY!!" = Saint "RICHARDS" = p. 619 (Led up to it for PAGES!). and told you OPENLY they were going to UNITE with a "GALAXY" of "HOLY ROLLER" PENTECOSTAL "POWER-POX!" CHARISMATICS as they had the "VERITIES" of the Gospel that EGW MISSED! which was: "HOLY FLESH!!" p. 120-1, 238-9, 258, 260, 319-322. We did not know these over 50 QUEERS that Mesmerized FROOM=WILSON p. 319-322 but PAXTON KNEW THEM AND EXPOSED THIS in his Book p. 95 and that thereby FROOM was trying to "INFUSE LIFE" into the DEAD BODY of the Adventist Church = this "TRANSFUSION" p. 68-9. And is WHY they were Grovelling at the Feet of "HOLY ROLLER" MARTIN! "HOLY FLESH... a SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION!" Ev. 595. AS PREDICTED to come before the End = SM 2:31-6. "DEMONS in the form of MEN are PRESENT!!" p. 37, 28.

IF = "I AM SAVED!!"

at this very "BILLY GRAHAM" = "JIMMIE SWAGART" MEETING = with PORK in my Belly and BEER on my Breath = then I need to change = NOTHING! Am I not "SAVED!!" = this is the ULTIMATE of LAODICEANISM = in need (?) of "NOTHING!!" Oh! Self-RIGHTEOUS Delusion! THAT IS WHY THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY that learned under ANDERSON = (A) Teach the IMPOSSIBILITY of DEVELOPING=FORMING=ATTAINING=BUILDING=a "CHARACTER" = (B) It is IMPOSSIBLE to "KEEP" the LAW! = (C) So it must be "GIVEN!" you when Christ comes! [Then there is NO OBJECT in this Life! That is 100% BABYLON!]

WILL VANCE FERRELL AND WIELAND

EVER ACKNOWLEDGE THIS = ??? Or do they know that they would (OVERNIGHT!) lose HALF their MAILING LIST? Because the people will go = where the STRONGEST DRINK is OFFERED! And "I AM SAVED!!" is pretty POWERFUL STUFF! That is why they went CRAZIER than the FOAMING=AT=MOUTH "HOLINESS" WALTER MARTIN CULT in "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" p. 118.
"THUS WE HAVE BEEN "SAVED!" = justification; WE ARE BEING "SAVED!" = sanctification; and WE SHALL BE = "SAVED!" = glorification." QD 118. In Jewish Law = to exercise the prerogative of Deity and "FORGIVE SIN" = is "BLASPHEMY!!"

A = the CATHOLIC PRIEST = presuming to "FORGIVE" another's SIN = is "BLASPHEMY!!"

B = EVANGELICALISM = presuming to "FORGIVE" another's SIN = is no less = "BLASPHEMY!!"

C = for "HOLINESS" CULT = WALTER MARTIN = to tell you to tell YOURSELF that YOU ARE SAVED! is "BLASPHEMY!!"

D = in the Last Days = men shall be: "BLASPHEMERS!!" 2 TIM. 3:2. There is another Definition of: "BLASPHEMY!!" of which WALTER MARTIN CHARISMATIC CULT is also "GUilty!" For the NAME and CHARACTER of God and of all them which Dwell in Heaven is "BLASPHEMED!!" = by the very same CULT in HELL-TORMENT THEORIES! But to the Adventist Leadership they are: "NOT JUDGING!!" when they JUDGE THEY ARE: "WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST!!" QUEER DOCTRINES p. 626. GOD WILL NEVER!


Sr. White was NOT openly Called to AUSTRALIA 1891 = but she WAS CALLED to come over a mean Ocean in 1900 to meet her little Pets - JONES and WAGGONER, (and don't forget BALLenger to make up the TROIKA = the 3 Horses of the "I AM SAVED!" = "LIVING TEMPLE" ALPHA.) TESTIMONY after TESTIMONY rolled from the Pen of EGW in this Period. Now that we have the "1888 MATERIALS" = 4 Books = 6840 Eastern Ave., NW, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20012. $34.95 US. We see that her Concern - the Concern of the Lord was "SELF!!" URIAH SMITH was the LEADER of the 1888 Confederacy = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" = OLSON 1966 = p. 92, 100-1, 231. The "1888 MATERIALS" reveals VERY CLEARLY (if you know what to look for = SENTENCES CUT-IN-HALF! CRITICAL SENTENCES or PARTS of SENTENCES = LEFT OUT!) The URIAH SMITH GANG was wrapped up with "SELF!!" = "SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!!" BEFORE and AFTER 1888 = SELF = SELF = SELF. "SELF-SUFFICIENCY!!"

Dearly beloved SELF was "SAVED!!" Beside which any ERROR by WAGGONER was "A MINOR POINT!!" Perhaps 20 Times in ONE BOOK - she called them: "PHARISEES!!" Who KNEW he was "SAVED!!" and his Church was ALSO!
MORE "BLASPHEMY!"

If "FORGIVING SIN" is "BLASPHEMY!" = unless by"DEITY ONLY!!" Mark 2:7. Luke 5:21. Matt.26:65. Mark 14:63-4. If "BLASPHEMY!" is FORGIVING SIN OF ANOTHER = and telling him he is:"SAVED!!" is surely "FORGIVING" his Sin!

if the CATHOLIC PRIEST (Also EPISCOPALIAN and now LUTHERAN! "FORGIVE" another's SIN = if THAT is "BLASPHEMY!!" Would not telling another to say he is:"SAVED!!" taking on a PRIESTHOOD by himself = not to forgive OTHERS SINS but his OWN = would that be "DOUBLE" BLASPHEMY?"

And if "JUDGING" YOURSELF is Catalogued as:"SPIRITUALISM!!" GC 554-8. And if BOTH are worthy of:"DEATH!!" Then what about:"JUDGING!!" a WHOLE DENOMINATION ("CHURCH!!") is: "GOING THRU!" if the Lord said: "SPEWN OUT!!"=if you DEFY GOD = set YOURSELF up in the JUDGMENT-SEAT = do not need to have the Patience of the Saints to WAIT on the COURT=IN=HEAVEN to make that Decision = but run ahead of the Lord = "YOU!!" = WONDERFUL "YOU!!" = are the COURT=IN=SESSION=ALL=BY=YOURSELF! Forgiving the SIN of a whole MOB of people in TM 15 saying "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!!"=you "SAVE" them anyway = and REFUSE to ever turn the Page and find the:"CHURCH!!" listed there and also designated as: "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!!" of Rev.3:9 that the SEALED "PHILADELPHIAN" SAINTS are going to have a lot of Trouble with until they are FORCED to BOW at the SEALED PHILADELPHIAN SAINTS FEET in EW 15,30,31,124. To "SAVE!!" and "SEAL!!" and promise from the Pulpit that God does not care if they "KEEP" the "COMMANDMENTS" or not = and if they DO NOT "HAVE" the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" any more!(It may even be:"YAWEH!!")=but notwithstanding all that = we declare them:"PREDESTINATED!!"="SAVED!!"="SEALED!!"="INHABITABLE!!"= would that be a "TRIPLE" BLASPHEMY? ELLEN WHITE listed it as:"MIND-WEAKENING" as; "SPIRITUALISM!!"

"GOD WILL NOT ENTRUST"

"His precious Flock to MEN whose MIND and JUDGMENT have been WEAKENED by former Errors that they have cherished, such as "PERFECTIONISM" and "SPIRITUALISM"=...Although they may now feel FREE from ERROR and COMPETENT to go forth and to Teach this LAST MESSAGE, God will NOT accept them. He will NOT ENTRUST precious Souls to their care; for their JUDGMENT was PERVERTED while in ERROR, and is now WEAKENED." EW 101-2,50,62-3,77,94,98,99,123. (WHY? See MM 91,93,98,89.) Since there is TWO of EVERYTHING = what was her definition of:
PERFECTIONISM

(LAODICEA is in "DARKNESS" and also:) "The "DARKNESS" seemed to grow MORE DENSE...Another STEP in PAPAL ASSUMPTION was taken, when...POPE GREGORY VII. proclaimed the "PERFECTION" of the Roman Church. Among the propositions which he put forth, was one declaring that "THE CHURCH" had NEVER erred, nor would it ever err, according to the Scriptures." GC 57. 1884 GC 60.

(REALLY have to be SICK - to fall for THAT! But THAT was the SIN that caused the GROUND to Open up in the Case of KORAH=DATHAN=and=ABIRAM. This was the Sin against the Holy Ghost for which there is NO FORGIVENESS. PP 405. GC 28, 378. LLM 232. SG 3:117. WTF 14.)

KD+A

Did not try to get ANYONE out of the Church. They tried to see HOW HIGH UP in the Church they could get. They had "FAITH" in this Movement "GOING THRU!" Like BEACH in the GC Session in Cleveland, Ohio = 1958 = his: "HOPES WERE HIGH!" So said KORAH: PP 400. To THINK themselves: "ALL the Congregation is HOLY! EVERY ONE of them!" = this was: "BLASPHEMY!" = "Do not the SAME EVILS still exist?" PP 398, 403.

URIAH SMITH

'THE LAW IN GALATIANS!' was UNIMPORTANT in comparison to what the URIAH SMITH CONFEDERACY was trying to do in 1888. (A)=their STUBBORNNESS was the STUBBORNNESS of KD+A. 1888 MATERIALS: 2:599, 600, 602-3. 1890. This we already knew from TM 78. 1895. This TESTIMONY was DIRECT to URIAH SMITH - this we DID NOT KNOW from TM 78 but we HAD PIECED IT TOGETHER! We said it for YEARS! We first read this Feb. 12, 1988.

SORT OF A CRASHING DEFEAT FOR THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET that we KNEW was a FALSE PROPHET for 55 Years! Pity those who let their Minds go = who went by HIM! And by going by him - they DID NOT go by him! BECAUSE ever since they sat on this DEAD-MAN'S CHEST and not only changed ELLEN WHITE'S BOOKS = but appointed COMMITTEE after COMMITTEE to change the URIAH SMITH BOOKS. LONG AFTER HE WAS DEAD: "...would OF COURSE retain URIAH SMITH'S NAME AS AUTHOR..." LEM=MD 424.

DID YOU HEAR ANYONE OBJECT TO THAT = ???GERMAN REFORM DID NOT = they thought those Books were WONDERFUL! When they were 100% LAODICEAN! Not URIAH SMITH ANY LONGER! Why did they "HAVE" to be CHANGED? Good Question! -5-
IF AN "ANGEL" GUIDED

URIAH SMITH'S HAND as we were assured at COLPORTEUR SES-
SIONS = why did such "DIVINE" Books have to be CHANGED?
To this Day? (WE later were told in the "MINISTRY" Maga-
zine that this was a FABRICATED LIE! We also found out
that a Holy Angel NEVER guides the "HAND!" NEVER! That
is done under "SLATE WRITING"="QUIJA BOARDS"="SPIRITUAL-
ISM." The Lord guides the MIND = not the HAND! Yet Ad-
ventists never did understand the Difference.)

We knew that URIAH SMITH was about as "INSPIRED" as HELL
ITSELF! And so is everyone that follows him! And now we
have the PROOF POSITIVE! "Brother SMITH:...I have known
that you were DECEIVED and were DECEIVING others...LAR-
SON=PORTER=DAN JONES=ELDRIDGE=MORRISON=NICOLA=and a VAST
NUMBER through "THEM." All quote YOU...KORAH, DATHAN and
ABIRAM. Two hundred and fifty Princes of Renown...They
made as FIRM a stand as YOU have made. They worked as YOU
have worked...YOU have made NO ACCOUNT of the LIGHT which
GOD has given ME. YOU...say the "TESTIMONIES" cannot be
relied upon...they will do as YOU have done, THROWN=IN=
MY=FACE...plead YOU as their EXCUSE...YOU set their Minds
...YOU led their Feet...I tell you in the NAME of the Lord
God of Israel both YOU and THEY will fall into the Ditch...
I cannot harmonize with YOU or with the spirit Elder BUTLER
has manifested...I would give my LIFE to the TORTURE and
DEATH if it would save your Soul...CHANGE...before it is
TOO LATE, everlasting TOO LATE...as did the JEWS...LIGHT
becomes to you DARKNESS." 1888 M2:599-605. BATTLE CREEK,
March 8,1890. (All this was PAWED THROUGH = "RE-EDITED"
by KHW and copied by Stenographer NC = April 1983 before
finally released by WHITE ESTATE - October 1987.)$34.95 US.
[Without reading beyond this Point - Feb.13 1988=I KNOW
what was LEFT OUT = the MAJOR BATTLE of 1888 = the CHANG-
ING of the BOOKS = THAT, they will NOT REVEAL beyond what
ARTHUR WHITE released in EGW=MR 65,80. VOP=TC 62. SPECTRUM=

ELLEN WHITE had a picture of MOSES up on the Wall. She
was our "MOSES" to lead the Children of Israel into the
Promised Land. (URIAH SMITH)="KORAH determined to COMPEL
MOSES to CHANGE the Order of things..."seeing ALL the
CONGREGATION is HOLY("SAVED!") EVERY ONE of them!"...
on a LEVEL with their Brethren...NO MORE HOLY than the
people...These rebellious ones...FLATTERED the people...
they that DIED in the PLAGUE were 14,700...are Recorded
for a WARNING to God's people, ESPECIALLY those who live
"upon the Earth near the Close of Time." SOP 1:306. 
(Declaring a people "SAVED!" that were NOT "SAVED!"
JUDGING according to the CHURCH=LEADERS = for KD=A
had the FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL ON THEIR SIDE = the 250
Princes of Renown = and still AFTER the GROUND OPENED
UP = and still AFTER the FIRE came out of the Cloud
and licked up = (ATOMIZED ON THE SPOT!)=the FULL AUTUMN
COUNCIL = the rest STILL=DID=NOT=KNOW who the "BRETHREN"
were! Came early in the Morning=(the Lord gave them a
whole Night to think about it)=came READY TO KILL MOSES
and AARON = if MOSES had not told his Brother to RUN as
FAST as his LEGS COULD CARRY HIM! to take FIRE off the
ALTAR and MOSES fell on his Face before the WRATH OF GOD!
(poor Mike Clute=Fred Wright=and Maxwell of LLU will
NEVER understand this in the next 1,000 Years!)=had not
MOSES and AARON made intercession for them - a GREAT
DEAL MORE than 14,700 would have lain DEAD from the
PLAGUE=PESTILENCE. SOP 1:296-308. PP 395-405.)

All because of the "BLASPHEMY!!" of "JUDGING"=who was
"SAVED!!"=the entire "CONGREGATION!!" What a sick mind!
THIS HISTORY TO BE REPEATED near the End. SOP 1:306.
"Do not the SAME EVILS still exist...?...Thus it is To-
Day!" PP 403-4.

URIAH SMITH

In 1888 and as History is being Repeated = that SIN of
the CONGREGATION=being "HOLY EVERY ONE!"=is TOO DEAR a
Doctrine to relinquish=they cannot go Nighty-Night with-
out that BOTTLE safely in the Crib = warmed up and all =
otherwise they might be TERRIFIED to go to Sleep with-
out that FIRM FOUNDATION that they are "SAVED=SEALED=
HOLY=SINLESS=IN ACTUAL FACT DIVINE HUMAN BEINGS!!"(FRED
WRIGHT 1970=and we hear this SLEEPING PILL is now again
being FORMULATED in our Midst.)Fairly foaming at the
Mouth = BUT=THEY=LIKE=IT! THEY LIKED IT!

IN 1888: "Brother Butler...Elder Smith...prejudice=un-
belief=false statements=misrepresentations...BLINDNESS...
PHARISEETISM...as a garment about men in PROMINENT POSI-
TIONS...Since the TIME of the MINNEAPOLIS MEETING. I
have seen the State of the LAODICEAN CHURCH as never
before...LIKE THE JEWS...gradual lowering of the Stand-
ard..."I KNOW THY WORKS."...All such are FOOLISH VIR-
GINS." 1888 MATERIALS 2:676,695.1890. "It was the SAME
SPIRIT in the JEWS...Their ERROR was FATAL." p.699.-7-
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER = WHAT IS THE ORDER? WILL HE CONTINUE TO PLEAD WITH THE PHARISEE CHURCH-LEADERS OR WILL HE RAISE UP ANOTHER PEOPLE? (When will He do this?)

"MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS...have chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT...Their BLINDNESS...STUBBORN UNBELIEF...PREJUDICE and PHARISEEISM...NARROW and SHORTSIGHTED...

(PREDICTION!) Many Souls will come from "OTHER" DENOMINATIONAL CHURCHES, and at the 11th. HOUR will OBEY ALL the TRUTH, because THEY have NOT set themselves in ARRAY against HEAVEN'S LIGHT, but lived up to ALL the LIGHT they had (but men in "RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS") = ...will drop OUT("OUT") of the CHURCH? NO=NO=NO! Only OUT of the TRUTH! OUT of the Third Angel's Message! OUT of the LIGHT in order to fulfill the PREDICTION that they will REMAIN in "DARKNESS...IMPENNETRABLE!" COL 414. (423). (Also called: "OMEGA!" of APOSTASY! SM 1:204-5. Which will lead to them leading to setting up the "IMAGE=TO=THE=BEAST!" GC 444.)

As the PHARISEES go "From BAD to WORSE" PT 22. RH 1:9.

"Stand out of the way, Brethren!...there are MANY Souls to come OUT of the Ranks of the WORLD, OUT of the CHURCH = even the CATHOLIC CHURCH = whose ZEAL will FAR EXCEED that of those who have stood...heretofore...the 11th. HOUR laborers...will come to the FRONT...with the whole ARMOR OF GOD, and exalt His LAW, adhere to the FAITH OF JESUS("YAHWEH?"NO!) to the Faith of "JESUS!" 1888 M1:378.


"DUMB DOGS"..."(WILL!)" T5:211-2. (TITHE is "HOLY!" Give not that which is "HOLY!"=to the "DUMB DOGS!")

"It is PLAIN that in this Time - ELLEN WHITE had NO INFLUENCE as to what would be taught from then on = they had taken over the Reins of Control and Sold their "BIBLE READINGS" instead of her Books! p.651 to 682. 679-681. 772.

"SATAN will stand as your Captain...when the Battle presses sore...to lay down or HIDE our WEAPONS...become TAME and SPIRITLESS...HIDE OUR LIGHT...speak SMOOTH THINGS...prophecy DECEIT..."WE" can make NO COMPROMISE..."THEY" are MORAL ICEBERGS...ROCK the Church to SLEEP in the CRADLE of CARNAL SECURITY!" 1888 M2:720,723,753.

"...as did KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM(TM 78) ...had done a SIMILAR WORK as you have been doing(SMITH= BUTLER=LARSON=PORTER+DAN JONES=ELDRIDGE=MORRISON=NICOLA=ROGERS=and a VAST NUMBER. "ALL QUOTE YOU!"URIAH SMITH")...I CANNOT HARMONIZE WITH YOU (or with ELDER BUTLER)...in the SPARKS of your own Kindling... will lie down in DARKNESS...

Will you be found among the KORAH, DATHANS, and ABIRAMS?

...AS DID THE JEWS?" 1888 M2:599-604. 1890. -8-
AND KEEP RIGHT ON SELLING THE BOOK! Not put it in their "NEXT CATALOGUE?" Ha! would probably be SOLD OUT by that Time! That says a Cold "NOTHING!!" (You will hear more about this later.)

Just want you to be AWAKE! and on your Guard = to WATCH! And not let them Sell you down the "NEW AGE" RIVER! For the "NEW AGERS" had their "CHRIST" to come = 1982. Then it was to be 1984. BUT MAXWELL WAS WAY AHEAD OF THAT! He was calling for the "ANTICHRIST" of GC 624 = as the "NEW AGERS" are now doing for NEW YEARS DAY = light 500,000,000 CANDLES = MIDNIGHT 1987! THE DEVIL'S TRAIN = EW 88,263. "It seemed the whole World was on Board = that there could not be ONE LEFT!" UNITED PRAYER for "WORLD HEALING DAY" = STOP ALL WARS! "MAITREYA CHRIST" to usher in the "AQUARIAN AGE OF PEACE!!" 1987.

MAXWELL had it all = 1970! "THE MAN WHO SOON WILL RULE THE WORLD! !!!!"TAKE OVER THE GOVERNMENT!"..."SET UP HIS OWN KINGDOM!" ..."YOU WILL SUDDENLY BECOME A NEW PERSON!" (GC 471-3)... "COME, O Man the world needs most! COME and bring an END to all strife and conflict! COME and make all sick people well again! COME and restore!...COME and raise the Dead! COME and take over the GOVERNMENT!...COME and commence your REIGN!" MAXWELL 1970. 17 YEARS BEFORE "NEW AGERS" NEW YEARS = 1987! See p.41,48,54,58-62,65,69,76-8,85-4,94-6. So that Book was Sold by TUCKER as "LEFT-OVERS" as a "YEAR BOOK" = ??? It was not FEATURED and GIVEN AWAY FREE by the SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK-LOADS by FAGAL of "FAITH FOR TODAY" TELECAST starting 1970 and JOINED by SEARCH TELECAST into 1980 = ??? SPONSORED to be ONE with BILLY GRAHAM = Chief Organizer for NCC and WCC = Adventists sitting on their BOARDS - paying them DUES = VOTING = and 1986 reaching over the ABYSS to clasp the Hands of. "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE" (GC 445) = over HALF the Adventist Church now keeping SUNDAY in the COMMUNIST WORLD = watch them next CHRISTMAS and EASTER! When some BIG DISASTER is COMING! "The Relief of the Schools" p.17. RH March 18,1884.

What we now need is men and women of "TRUTH!" not LIES! Not HYPOCRICY = not COWARDS = not "POLICY" men. "Those who are controlled by POLICY rather than PRINCIPLE are not to be TRUSTED." BC 2:1005. "POLICY and TRUTH will NEVER...be at AGREEMENT." Letter 41,1888. The NATIVE in the OUT-BACK can ADMIT the TRUTH = the "POLICY" men CAN NOT! He must go by WILSON=FROOM=TUCKER and the "MAXWELL BOOK." The DAGGER THRUST of the "ONE-WORLDER "NEW AGERS." OTHER CHURCHES ARE MORE HONEST=they EXPOSE the "NEW AGE!!" -2-